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Ex lovers Priyanka Chopra and Shahid Kapoor involved in some intense love making scene for Kunal
Kohlis next untitled film.. Tamannaah, who has an excellent line-up of upcoming releases, is all set to
start shooting for her next Telugu RomCom directed by Kunal Kohli.

Kunal Kohli 's Next 4 Full Movie In Hindi Dubbed Download. Hindi Dubbed Movies and also English
Hindilinks4u Hindi Dubbed Watch Online Full Movies .. Fanaa director Kunal Kohli has signed on
actress Amisha Patel for his next venture. The film which will also have Saif Ali Khan and Rani
Mukherjee in it will be produced by Kunal himself.

Mumbai: Ever since Ayushmann Khurrana made an exit from Kunal Kohlis upcoming project, tongues
have not stopped wagging in the industry.. Filmmaker Kunal Kohli has still not been able to decide
upon a suitable title for his next project, which features Shahid Kapoor and Priyanka Chopra.. Kunal
Kohli's next project with Shahid Kapoor and Priyanka Chopra spans three eras - 1910, 1960 and
2012. The as yet untitled film will have them pla.

Thoda Pyaar Thoda Magic (2008) Rock On!! (2008) The music of the film is composed by Shankar-
Ehsaan-Loy with lyrics by Prasoon Joshi.. Browse kunal kohli's next pictures, photos, images, GIFs,
and videos on Photobucket
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